
Unmasking the Shapeshifters: Black Girls and
the Choreography of Citizenship
The art of shaping identity is an intricate dance, one that requires a delicate
balance between cultural expectations and personal agency. Nowhere is this
truer than in the experiences of Black girls navigating the complex landscape of
citizenship in contemporary society. In this article, we delve into the fascinating
world of shapeshifters, exploring how they challenge and redefine traditional
notions of identity through their choreography of citizenship.

The Essence of the Shapeshifter

Shapeshifting, as a concept, has long been associated with myth and magic. It
denotes the ability to transform one's physical appearance or assume different
personas at will. Beyond the realm of folklore, however, shapeshifting takes on a
different meaning for Black girls. It becomes a powerful tool for navigating the
restrictions and perils imposed upon them by a society that often fails to
recognize their multifaceted identities.

For Black girls, being seen as fully human can be a struggle. They are often
subjected to harmful stereotypes and denied the agency to define themselves
authentically. In response, they become shapeshifters, adept at adapting to
different environments and embodying various personas to fit into spaces that
were not designed with their needs and experiences in mind.
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Choreographing Citizenship

Centuries of systemic oppression have forced Black girls to become experts in
the choreography of citizenship. They must navigate the subtle nuances of
societal expectations, striving to balance their true selves with the roles they are
expected to perform. The stage upon which this dance unfolds is a complex
intertwining of race, gender, and intersectional identities.

Black girls are too often forced into limited roles – the "angry black girl," the
"sassy sidekick," or the "hypersexualized temptress." These caricatures ignore
the depth and complexity of their experiences, reducing them to one-dimensional
stereotypes. However, shapeshifting challenges these constraints by allowing
Black girls to embody their full range of emotions, aspirations, and identities,
transcending the boundaries placed upon them.

Identity as Performance

The shapeshifter's dance of citizenship is centered around the notion of identity
as performance. Black girls must conform to certain scripts dictated by society to
claim their right to inhabit public spaces, be it at school, work, or simply walking
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down the street. But lurking beneath this performance is a deeper yearning to be
seen and valued for their true selves.

Shapeshifters navigate an ever-changing landscape, seamlessly adapting their
demeanor, language, and appearance to fit societal expectations. They display
emotions that are deemed acceptable and hide those that may be perceived as
threatening or undesirable. They are masters of code-switching, adept at toggling
between different cultural lexicons that allow them to navigate between
communities.

Redefining Citizenship

Yet, the art of shapeshifting goes beyond mere survival. Black girls are redefining
citizenship, challenging the status quo, and demanding recognition in spaces that
have long overlooked their contributions. By embracing and celebrating their
shapeshifting abilities, Black girls transform the notion of citizenship into a more
inclusive, nuanced concept. They show us that one can be authentically
themselves while simultaneously navigating the demands of a society that
oftentimes marginalizes them.

The choreography of citizenship performed by Black girls encompasses
resilience, resistance, and resilience. Through their shapeshifting, they reclaim
their power, allowing their multifaceted identities to flourish. They redefine what it
means to belong, proving that true citizenship can exist outside the confines of
societal norms.

In

The shapeshifting experiences of Black girls represent a powerful form of
resistance and activism. Their ability to navigate the complexities of citizenship



while staying true to their authentic selves challenges long-standing notions of
identity and redefines what it means to be a citizen in today's society.

By understanding and celebrating the choreography of citizenship performed by
Black girls, we open ourselves up to a more inclusive and equitable world. We
acknowledge the immense strength, resilience, and creativity these shapeshifters
bring to our shared spaces. So let us embrace their narratives, amplify their
voices, and join them in their dance, ensuring that their multifaceted identities are
recognized and celebrated.
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In Shapeshifters Aimee Meredith Cox explores how young Black women in a
Detroit homeless shelter contest stereotypes, critique their status as partial
citizens, and negotiate poverty, racism, and gender violence to create and
imagine lives for themselves. Based on eight years of fieldwork at the Fresh Start
shelter, Cox shows how the shelter's residents—who range in age from fifteen to
twenty-two—employ strategic methods she characterizes as choreography to
disrupt the social hierarchies and prescriptive narratives that work to marginalize
them. Among these are dance and poetry, which residents learn in shelter
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workshops. These outlets for performance and self-expression, Cox shows, are
key to the residents exercising their agency, while their creation of alternative
family structures demands a rethinking of notions of care, protection, and love.
Cox also uses these young women's experiences to tell larger stories: of Detroit's
history, the Great Migration, deindustrialization, the politics of respectability, and
the construction of Black girls and women as social problems. With Shapeshifters
Cox gives a voice to young Black women who find creative and non-normative
solutions to the problems that come with being young, Black, and female in
America.
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